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Round Pegs in Square Holes...  

One of the things that we can always be sure of when it comes to Disney is that 
they love to do things differently. While I have seen nonstandard license plates 
occasionally in my day to day driving experiences, I really didn't know what to 
think when Disney started churning out these oval shaped plates. To the best of 
my knowledge (which is suspect more often than not), Disney has not released 
any nonstandard plates to the general public, which means that once again the 
cast members get all the fun. There have been several of these oval shaped plates 
issued, all cast member only, covering subjects from anniversaries to charitable 
causes, as well as the first one listed here, which is basically a license plate 
recreation of a cast member name tag. 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 
But the fun doesn't end there...nay nay I say. Disney also went ahead and issued 
variant plates among all this oval shaped goodness. The first one below isn't so 
much a variant because it was released concurrently with the tan one above, 
maybe because they wanted to give CMs a little variety or something. The second 
Disney Hand one is most definitely a variant, and I believe that there is another 
variant of it out there, but I don't own one and don't have a scan of one so you'll 
just have to take my word for it. 
 

 



 

 

 
I really enjoy it when Disney shakes things up a little bit and throws a curveball 
out there. It keeps us collectors on our toes and gives us some good variety in our 
collections (and makes us spend a lot more money in the process). Till next time I 
hope you all have a terrific week, keep those prayers for Jordan going, they are 
definitely helping, and I want to wish you all a wonderful Disney Day! 
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